THE HYPE IS OVER, IT IS TIME FOR DELIVERY THROUGH DEMOCRACY ENGINEERING!

Many greetings from eParliament.org.

eParliament.org is the pioneering OPERATIONAL Model of Webocracy. Its chief architect, Dr. Sichendra Bista, believes that eDemocracy hype is over, and it is time for delivery.

eParliament.org is planned to use Tikiwiki as the core web applications and monitoring its development for a long time. However, we're holding back deployment in real time except on experimental site like http://www.eParliament.org/delivery/

We are expecting a few features like the voting like that in actionforum.com which has two ways of voting "Agree/Disagree" and rating.

Second, we are expecting a dashboard like stuff based on user preferences like in MyYahoo! where users once logged in lands at their own dashboard.

Third, for some of the pages, we want to integrate a text scrolling and navigation script like that in http://13thparallel.org It was very intuitive.

Fourth, we want to install multiple sites with a single tikiwiki installation without the root access which is not possible yet.

However, we are also searching for some TW experts who could volunteer for the eParliament.org project.

Everyone is welcome to this "Democracy Engineering Project"